
The Colour 

Wheel
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ddYUw7a4erk&feature=youtu.be

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3ButdiKfJLU&feature=youtu.be



Sir Isaac Newton…

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3ButdiKfJLU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3ButdiKfJLU


Primary Colours



Primary Colours



Primary Colours

•Cannot be made from any other colours

•All other colours are made from these

•Equal distance from each other on colour wheel



Secondary Colours



Secondary Colours



Secondary Colours

•Made by mixing equal amounts of 2 primary colours

•Found halfway between the primary colours on the wheel



Tertiary Colours

Made by mixing equal amounts of adjoining primary and secondary colours.



The whole colour wheel



Complementary Colours

This colour scheme uses opposite 
colours on the colour wheel.  These 
colours are across from each other on 
the wheel and have great contrast.



Complementary colours
Complementary colours 
are pairs of colours that 
are opposite each other 

on the colour wheel.

Each pairing is made up 
of one primary and one 

secondary colour.

When you place them 
together they create a 

strong contrast and 
reinforce each other.

You might hear people 
say they make each 

other ‘pop’!



Complementary colours used by Van 

Gogh

BLUE + ORANGE



Complementary colours used by 

Monet

RED + GREEN



Creating different tones
Tints and shades

There are lots of 
colours!

Red is not always just 
red…… all around us 
we see different tones 
of red and lots of 
different tones of other 
colours too

A shade is a 

colour with black 

added. You can make 

any colour darker by 

doing this. The more 

black you add the 

darker the colour will 

become.

A tint is a colour with 

white added. You can 

make any colour darker 

by doing this. The more 

white you add the lighter 

the colour will become.



Challenge
Learn about colour theory with this Let the Colour 
Changes Flow activity! There’s something magical 
about mixing colours together to create another 
colour. In 3 different dishes, you have been given 
coloured water in the primary colours (red, blue 
and yellow). Using a pipette, you can suck up two 
of the colours of water and mix them together in 
an empty dish. Before you mix, guess what colour 
it’s going to make, and observe what colour it 
does. 


